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Interview
Prof. Alan Cruttenden

P

honetics has always been considered a difficult subject. Our readers will
probably recall their days at Teacher Training College and the effort we all
made in our Phonetics classes as we studied with big names such as Gimson,

Ortiz Lira, and O´Connor and Arnold.
It is an honour for us to be able to publish the following interview with another big name
in the world of Phonetics, Prof. Alan Cruttenden. We would like to acknowledge the
collaboration of Francisco Zabala, Professor of Phonetics at I.E.S Lenguas Vivas, who
kindly helped us to word the questions for this interview.

Alan Cruttenden is Emeritus Professor of Phonetics at the University of Manchester
and Fellow of the Phonetics Laboratory at the University of Oxford, U.K. He is famous
for his revision of Gimson´s pronunciation of English. His numerous publications
include his vast work on child language and on intonation. Particularly his book
Intonation has been widely used at Teacher Training College in Argentina.
AEXALEVI Forum

changed because the Press and Public

In your forthcoming book (Gimson’s

in England persist in regarding the term

Pronunciation

8th

RP as referring to the way RP was 50

edition) you introduce the construct

years ago or to what I now in the eighth

of General British (GB). Does this

edition of Gimson call Conspicuous GB

imply the demise of RP?

(and called Refined RP in previous

of

English,

editions). In other words Press and
Alan Cruttenden

Public do not accept that RP has

I do not consider RP as defunct or

changed, and this despite phoneticians'

waning in influence, just changing its

best attempts to say it HAS changed.

name to GB. Its name needed to be

The

term RP nowadays

provokes
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negative reactions from many speakers

Alan Cruttenden

of English in Britain because it is
outdated

or

I would say a brief time has to be set

And

is

aside regularly for pronunciation alone

regarded as posh speech. The term GB

(even if it is only twenty minutes a

evokes no such hostile reactions.

week) and even if it is only working on

equated

with

conspicuous

this

variety.

this

one sound and with a small number of
I see GB as one of the highest targets

students while the others listen. If the

that learners can aspire to. Many less

teacher decides to concentrate on one

gifted and/or ambitious students will

sound it should obviously be one of

have to settle for a lesser target based

high priority and preferably one where

on what I call Amalgam English. The

the teacher is fairly sure of her own

individual targets in Amalgam English

pronunciation. So lots of words with

should

initial /p, t, k/ could be practised. The

inform

how

the

individual

problems are prioritised. For example,

teacher

producing the phoneme /r/ as an

wrongly and ask the students whether

approximant rather than a tap (which

she sounds right or wrong. Pupils can

learners

linguistic

try saying the words to a mirror and see

backgrounds will use) is of low priority

if it steams up or see if a candle flame

whereas aspiration of /p, t, k/ in

flickers. The important thing is that the

accented syllables before a vowel is of

short pronunciation period should be

high priority because production without

fun. You will know better than I do how

aspiration will lead many listeners (and

to use even a very brief period; the

not just native speakers) to mistake /p,

really important thing is that there is

t, k/ for /b, d, g/.

one.

from

many

Some

Here in Argentina, many teachers do
work

systematically

on

pronunciation in their lessons either
because they prioritize grammar or
because they do not feel confident
enough as non-native speakers of
English. What would you tell these
teachers?

do

them

rightly

or

AEXALEVI Forum

AEXALEVI Forum

not

could

students

are

frustrated

because they feel their English will
never sound as they would like to.
What should a non-native speaker’s
expectation

be

as

regards

pronunciation?

Alan Cruttenden
This follows on from the previous
answers. The important thing is that the
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student

acknowledges that he will

never be perfect. But that he doesn't

rules which apply to non-idiomatic
phrases and clauses.

give up and will constantly strive to
improve

even

if

only

by

small

increments at a time. And that it is not

AEXALEVI Forum

difficult to make a small bit of progress.

Many teachers will appreciate your

Even pupils who have no obvious

advice on how to introduce small but

aptitude

for

make

systematic work on pronunciation in

progress

in

and

the classroom. We hope that this

should have a great satisfaction from

interview will encourage the ones

making

who have not started to work on

languages
small

such

can

increments

small

incremental

improvements, even if lots of further

pronunciation yet.

small increments are still needed.
We would like to thank you on behalf
of
AEXALEVI Forum

Asociación

Ex

alumnos

del

Profesorado en Lenguas Vivas.

We have heard about your new
edition of Gimson’s Pronunciation of
English. Are you planning on re-

Thank you, Prof. Cruttenden.

editing Intonation as well? What are
your current projects?
Alan Cruttenden
No,

I

am

not

planning

revise Intonation. Remember

it is

to
a

general book about intonation and not
just about English, and in the more
theoretical

and

acoustic

areas

of

intonation I am now considerably outof-date.

I have only just finished

Gimson 8 and have started no further
projects. I have done some preliminary
work on the accenting of idioms in
English and may produce something
where I seek to show that such
accenting in a large majority of cases
follows the sort of nucleus placement
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How Can Parents Help
their Children with
English in the summer?
Mg. Myrian Casamassima

W

hen classes are over and parents come to see us to say goodbye, they
may drop the question about what to do during the summer break to help
their children revise their English. Indeed, the two months ahead may

worry some parents who would like to provide some support for their children and do
not know how as, in general, they do not speak the foreign language. It may also be
the case that we wish to suggest activities to be done in the summer for the students
whose learning process might have been rather weak and who would, therefore,
benefit from some exposure while they are on holidays. Here, we would like to make a
few suggestions that may work in either of the two cases.

Looking for material to recommend, we

rhythm of jazz. Thus, while the children

bumped into a collection of books for

listen to the music in “Miles the

babies that we have found quite

Crocodile”, they learn about the colours

interesting. The collection is called

and how they can be perceived in the

“Babies like jazz”

world around. While they listen to jazz,

(http://www.babylovesjazz.info/)

they hear the story of how a duck that

and it consists of several books inspired

plays the piano and that is called Duck

on well-known jazz composers and

Ellington went to the zoo to entertain

singers. For example, inspired in Duke

the animals who were bored because

Ellington, there´s “Duck Ellington”, in

as it was raining, nobody went to see

Ella Fitzgerald, “Ella Elephant”, in Miles

them. We hear that the zebras kissed,

Davis “Miles the Crocodile”, in Charlie

the lions roared and the monkeys

Parker “Charlie Bird” and so on. Each

laughed. As Charlie Bird plays the sax,

book tells a story that is sung to the

numbers appear.
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You are surely thinking: this is good to

to English especially among teenagers

revise colours, animals and numbers.

and adults. They generally watch in

You may be right, but certainly the

English, but the subtitles in Spanish are

stories do more than that. They expose

at hand in case understanding is

the children to colours, numbers and

hindered. With little children, parents

animals genuinely used to talk about

may feel it is more difficult to turn on the

what happens in the stories. And

SAP (secondary audio programming)

precisely because a story is told to the

function in their televisions because

beats of jazz, the children will be able to

obviously they will not be able to read

remember the catchy tunes and chunks

the subtitles.

of language that may go from phrases
to whole sentences. If the children have

We would like to suggest “Wordworld”

learnt colours, animals and numbers as

(http://www.wordworld.com/) for the

isolated sets, the exposure to these

children that can read and write or for

stories will give them an opportunity to

the ones that can at least recognize

place them in discourse, which will not

letters and are beginning to learn to

only help them remember the words but

read and write. “Wordworld” is on TV or

most importantly keep constructing their

you may find it on the Internet as well.

knowledge of language and of how it

In “Wordworld”, characters and objects

works. The fact that the children listen

are shaped like their words. Thus, a car

to jazz is also beneficial as their parents

is the word “car” with the shape of a

may tell them about the composers and

car, a house is the word “house” with

singers. The word “Babies” in the title of

the shape of a house and so on. Stories

the collection does not prevent us from

are told in which letters and words take

recommending the books for children

the leading role. I recall an episode in

since the material is not graded and

which one of the characters was baking

they can definitely profit from its

some biscuits but he had dropped a

authenticity.

tray full of vowels, which had run away
and needed to be taken back to the

There

are

many

other

collections

kitchen.

available in bookstores and on the
Internet that, like “Babies like jazz”, may

If there is a smart TV at home, parents

provide the children with opportunites

can download applications for children.

for exposure while they have some fun.

“Wordworld” is surely among the many
choices that are available. It is also

TV programmes and films have always

worth mentioning “Dibo”, the gift dragon

been favourite ways of getting exposure

and his friends. “Wordworld” as well as
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“Dibo” tell a story and provide several

As we have suggested, stories, music,

games for the children to play, in which

games and TV programmes, among

there is recognition of letters and

other alternatives, may offer activities

words, mazes, memory games and lots

for children to be exposed to English at

of fun. Children can cope on their own

home under their parents´ supervision.

once they have learnt the mechanics of

The suggestions that we have made

the games, which are in general very

here are meant to take children away

easy as they interact just pushing the

from their video consoles at least for a

arrows and the “enter” button in their

while as they explore other possible

remote controls. This is, as we said,

choices with their families. It may also

relatively easy considering that little

be a good chance for parents to learn

children have already mastered the

some English and get better equipped

joysticks of their video consoles.

for the following summer holidays.

Interacting with Dibo´s Story Book on TV
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The Millennium of
the Mind
Prof. Florencia Insua

This section is about technology and its impact on the way teenagers communicate
and learn in the 21st Century. You will find two parts, in which Florencia challenges our
view of technological applications and suggests ways to integrate them to learning.

Part I. Texting Skills:
Raising Awareness about the Nature of Language

T

here is high concern among educators about the extent of the influence of
texting, SMS (short message service) and instant messages on students’
language. It is almost inevitable for teachers or parents to think of texting as a

sort of decline or distortion of the written word. Teenagers seem to have generated a
sort of written “code” of words and expressions, which are shortened and permanently
redefined. No matter how prone we all are to thinking that texting is actually killing
written language as we know it, it is worth reflecting on the nature of language before
demonizing text messages and their users.

Prof. John Mc Whorter, linguist and

(Technology, Entertainment, Design), a

associate professor of English and

website

Comparative Literature at Columbia

broadcasts

University, has a different view of how

remarkable people for free, Prof. Mc

text messages are actually giving birth

Whorter claims that one of the reasons

to a new dimension of language among

why educators are so concerned about

teenagers.

In

a

talk

for

which

organizes

interesting

talks

and
by

TED
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the negative effects of SMS in writing

messaging have caused a revolution

is the misconception that texting is

combining the basic mechanics of

writing when actually it is not. In his

writing

opinion, texting is actually closer to

spontaneity of talking. As a result, for

“spoken” language than to writing. He

Prof. Mc. Whorter, texting is not writing

also invites us to go back to the nature

but a new kind of talking which involves

of language as a spoken means of

a passion for conciseness and little

expression.

interest

From

the

historical

with

in

the

economy

capitalization

and

and

perspective writing became widely used

punctuation. “Texting is very loose in its

5,500

spoken

structure. No one thinks about capital

language has been used for more than

letters or punctuation when one texts,

80,000 years. “According to traditional

but then again, do you think about

estimates, if humanity had existed for

those things when you talk?” (John Mc

24 hours then writing only came along

Whorter, TED Talk “ Txtng is killing the

at about 11.07pm.”(John Mc. Whorter,

English Language. Jk!!!, 2013”). Far

TED Talk “ Txtng is killing the English

from being the scourge of English

Language. Jk!!!, 2013). Actually, the

language, text messages, because of

first writings were based on the way

their quick and casual nature, are a way

people

of talking with fingers, or as Mc Whorter

years

ago

talked.

whereas

However,

because

talking is rapid and less reflective and

defines it “fingered speech”.

writing is deliberate and slow, writers
took advantage of the benefits of the

Texting is actually developing a new

written language and began to make

kind

more

complex

conventions. Users of text messages

sentences. People also began to speak

and instant messages use a different

as they wrote (think about formal

code from the one they use when they

speeches, for example). So it is logical

actually write.

that if people can speak as they write,

“LOL” (used in SMS language as an

they may also wish to write as they

expression of empathy), “Haha” (to

speak. Prof. Mc Whorter claims that in

symbolize laughter) or “slash” (used as

the past it was not possible to write as

an indicator of changing the topic of a

we

conversation)

sophisticated

talked,

but

the

and

advance

of

of

grammar

and

its

own

Expressions such as

are

being

redefined.

technology has created the conditions

“Texting is a whole new way of writing

to make that possible. But nowadays

that young people are developing which

with the advance of technology and

they are using alongside with their

mobile phones those conditions are

ordinary writing skills and this means

possible.

that they are able to do two things. It’s

Texting

and

instant
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an

expansion

of

their

linguistic

Exchange 1

repertoire” (Mc Whorter, TED Talk

User 1: I could use some advice on

“Txtng is killing the English Language.

buying an iPhone vs. buying an Android

Jk!!!, 2013). There seems to be an

phone.

emergence of a new technological

User 2: Hmm, I read a great article on

dialect, which only makes sense to

comparing those two exact phones. I

those who already know what it means.

have the link somewhere.
User 1: Perfect, HMU! Send that link

Our aim as teachers is to encourage

2DAY!

students to continue developing their

User 2: KK!BFN!

ordinary writing skills and to let students

User 1: TY

notice and decide when and in what

User 2: YW

contexts to use each code effectively
and appropriately.

Exchange 2

Challenging tasks can be provided to

User 1: idk, wut do u think we should do?

teenagers to reflect on the nature of

User 2: idc let's do wuteva has no lineup

text messages and their appropriate

User 1: kk, c u at shelbys

contexts.

Task 1:

Task 3: What purpose do “haha” and

Reproduce

this

conversation

by

“slash” have in this exchange? What

searching information to interpret the

words would you use to replace these

code and role-play the dialogue as if it

expressions

was a one-to-one conversation.

conversation?

in

a

one-to-one

Example:
Jim: Hi Kelly!

Sally: I need to find people to chill with

Kelly : Hi , Jim! WB

Jake: Haha, So U R going by yourself?

Jim: TY. SUP

why?

Kelly: KK. WYCM?

Sally: For this summer program at NYU

Jim: RUOK?

Jake: Haha. Slash I’m watching this video

Kelly: IDK. TTYL

with suns players trying to…

Jim: NP

Task 2:

Read these exchanges and

Glossary:

think of possible situations in which

HMU: Hit me up (meaning “call me”,

they could have occurred.

“phone me”)
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2DAY: Today
BFN: Bye for now
C U: See you

Webliography:

IDC: I don’t care
IDK: I don’t know

http://www.ted.com/talks/john_mcwhort

KK: OK

er_txtng_is_killing_language_jk.html

NP: No problem
RU: Are you?

http://netforbeginners.about.com/od/inte

RUOK: Are you ok?

rnetglossary/tp/The-Top-Text-Message-

SUP: What’s up?

Acronyms-of-2011.htm

TY: Thank you
TTYL: Talk to you later

http://techland.time.com/2012/05/03/92-

WUT: What

teen-text-terms-decoded-for-confused-

WUTEVA: Whatever

parents/

WB: Welcome back
WYCM: Will you call me?

http://www.stmaryscollegian.com/omglol-texting-helps-language-evolve/

YW: You’re welcome

Part II: Mind-mapping Software.
Boosting Teenagers’ Creativity and Thinking Skills

T

he new millennium has brought about many changes as regards the way
people get and process information. We tend to be overwhelmed by the
amount of information we can find on the web and in search engines about any

topic. Therefore, it should be one of our main concerns as teachers to help students
discover different ways of processing and organizing this huge amount of information
easily available. Mind-mapping is a useful technique you can teach your students in
order to organize and establish connections between concepts. At the same time,
students’ thinking skills are boosted and so is their creativity to make their mind-maps
one of a kind.
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A mind map is defined as a visual

worth mentioning that mind-maps are

representation

hierarchical

so flexible and practical that they are

information that includes a central

suitable for all ages. You can use

concept

images instead of words or sentences

or

connected

of

idea

surrounded

branches

of

by

associated

to work with kids!

topics. One of the advantages of mind

There are basically two types of mind-

mapping in an academic context is that

mapping: paper-based or computer-

it “maps” the way your brain sees and

based but both follow the same core

creates connections. It is a technique

idea, which is beginning from the center

that uses all the ways in which your

of the page or screen and breaking it

brain

down

processes

image,

logic,

information:
colour

and

word,

into

subcategories.

The

spatial

advantage that mind-mapping software

awareness. It literally makes your whole

offers is that data can be easily

brain work. Think of a mind map as a

changed or modified. The mind-map

photograph of your thoughts, but a

changes with your students’ plans and

photograph you can modify as long as

can be built as part of a process of

you think of new ideas.

research while always looking neat and
professional. All of the mind-maps

Another benefit for students is that

made on a certain topic are stored in

mind-mapping

for

one virtual place and you can easily

studying, revising and presenting ideas

add images, videos, links and notes. If

among other academic activities. It

students work online they can work with

helps students establish connections

mind-maps in a collaborative process

between concepts and contributes to

by sharing their maps with other

students’

students.

information

can

decisions
is

be

used

about

essential

or

what
non-

essential. As a result, there is also a

One website we would like to suggest

benefit on students’ concentration and

to

ability to recall relevant information.

www.popplet.com

What’s more, the visual input that mind-

Popplet can be used for a variety of

maps offer is a wonderful aid for

tasks:

students

school presentations and mind-maps.

who

need

to

see

the

work

with

mind

brainstorming

only

need

maps

ideas,

to

is

making

information globally by having the

You

“whole picture”. Mind-mapping has also

www.popplet.com

an effect on students’ presentation

address and once you have your

skills by fostering organization of

password, you can start making mind-

concepts and clarity of ideas. It is

maps. It is very simple and all the

with

register
an

in

email
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options you have are easily accessible:

Short stories: Main events, main

“new popple” to open a new box, “add

characters. Encourage them to add

content”

songs, videos and images to their mind-

to

add

a

video

from

yotube.com, google maps or an image

maps.

from flickr. You can also add videos or

Identity:

images from your computer. You have

holidays, family, friends, town, heroes,

many

etc.

options

to

organize

the

Presentations

on

their

information in a horizontal or vertical

Topic-based presentations: recycling,

way, columns or rows. You can save

climate changes, famous personalities,

your mind-map, turn it into a pdf or print

fashion, etc.

it if you need a paper mind-map.
Suggested tasks to use popplet with
teenagers:

Reference:

https://www.examtime.com/blog/6-tips-on-how-to-create-an-online-mind-map-withexamtime/
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Spotlight
What to read and watch in the summer

S

ummer holidays are a great time to catch up with reading and with viewing. It
is always good to have a break from work and to take our minds off teaching
stuff for a change. We asked Lic. Carla Montoya to recommend what to watch

over the summer and she suggested several films, out of which we have selected two:
“Life of Pi” and “Blue Jasmine”. Below you will find some information about them.

http://www.lifeofpimovie.com/

Directed by Ang Lee, based on the

stay alive for 227 days at sea and to

novel by Yann Martel, winner of the

establish an unexpected connection

2002 Man Booker Prize for Fiction. The

with Richard Parker. When his lifeboat

title in Spanish is “Una aventura

reaches the coast, Pi is interrogated by

extraordinaria”. The story depicts the

the authorities, who would not believe

adventures of Pi Patel, an unusual boy,

his story. Pi tells them a second story,

the son of a zookeeper, who finds

more believable for the conventional

himself shipwrecked among a hyena,

mind, but the question remains: is it

an orangutan, a wounded zebra, and

more or less true that the real story?

Richard Parker, a 450-pound Bengal

Suraj Sharma in the role of Pi leads us

tiger. How long would you survive under

through

these circumstances? Pi managed to

merges growth and faith, with beautiful

an

amazing

journey

that

photography and brilliant music.
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http://www.sonyclassics.com/bluejasmine/

“After everything in her life falls to

fills a room just as she fills the screen.

pieces,

to

She's an exhausting character to be

(Alec

with, to watch and, presumably, to

including

wealthy

her

businessman

marriage
Hal

Baldwin), elegant New York socialite

play.”(http://www.theguardian.com/film

Jasmine (Cate Blanchett) moves into

/2013/sep/29/blue-jasmine-review).

her sister Ginger’s (Sally Hawkins)
modest apartment in San Francisco to
try to pull herself back together again.”
(Synopsis

available

at

http://www.sonyclassics.com/bluejasmi
ne/). This is how the story is depicted in

If

you have enjoyed “A Streetcar Named
Desire” by Tennessee Williams, you
may be interested in watching “Blue
Jazmine”,

which

many

reviewers

consider to be Woody Allen´s take on
the play.

this film written and directed by Woody
Allen. But this synopsis only scratches
the surface of what is about to happen.
There are signals of the coming events
as we get to hear in The Observer:
“Constantly reaching for a drink, her
mouth set in a cracked smile, eyes
darting with cornered panic, Jasmine

We asked Prof. Mariana Goldman to recommend what to read over the summer. She
told us that she had the following books on her reading list: “If Nobody Speaks of
Remarkable Things” by John McGregor, “Everything is Illuminated” by Jonathan Safran
Foer and “Collected Stories” by Lorrie Moore. We will have to wait until the end of the
summer for the reviews of these books, but in the meantime we can start exploring
them on our own while we lie on the beach and we enjoy our holidays.
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We Wish You A Merry Christmas

We wish you a Merry Christmas,
We wish you a Merry Christmas,
We wish you a Merry Christmas,
And a Happy New Year.
Good tidings to you,
And all of your kin,
Good tidings for Christmas,
And a Happy New Year.
We all know that Santa's coming,
We all know that Santa's coming,
We all know that Santa's coming,
And soon will be here.
Good tidings to you,
And all of your kin,
Good tidings for Christmas,
And a Happy New Year.
We wish you a Merry Christmas,
We wish you a Merry Christmas,
We wish you a Merry Christmas,
And a Happy New Year

See you all in 2014
Best wishes from
Teachers´ Centre
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